WirelessCarpark.com, Inc. Earns Patent-Pending Status for Their Visionary
Event Parking Revenue Control System
WirelessCarpark's uniquely designed application offers revolutionary flexibility, security, and up-time assurance
to event and flat-rate parking operations.
Plainville, CT December 20, 2011
WirelessCarpark.com, Inc., a provider of event parking revenue control technology,
announced today it has filed and been awarded patent-pending status for its innovative
cloud-based event parking system. Utilizing mobile handhelds and printers,
WirelessCarpark (WCP) collects and tracks parking fees (via cash or credit card) and
passes. WCP delivers audit and revenue control, convenient reporting, accountability,
and security in one affordable system. Minimal infrastructure requirements make WCP
ideal for both new and existing venues looking to limit both their initial capital
investment and their long term maintenance costs. WirelessCarpark's patent-pending
technology offers clients the valuable peace of mind of knowing they can operate their
system in real-time or off-line, as circumstance occasionally dictates.

WCP’s system embodies the concept of providing effective, affordable and reliable revenue control when, where, and how it is needed.
WirelessCarpark caters to event and flat-rate parking operations by licensing their application to the hardware device, rather than the event
site. This allows the system to be used at one of more venues or locations without additional licensing or hardware fees. The WCP system is
designed to overcome common infrastructure limitations and network communication lapses that often plague parking operations and hinder
the success of a revenue control system.
John Beyer, President of WirelessCarpark.com, Inc., states, “Our team is proud to have developed a powerful and unique product that is
revolutionizing event parking for our clients. Our system is created to address the distinct needs of the event parking industry, providing
solutions to common challenges and answering the shortcomings of other parking systems with broader focuses. Like many of the most
successful companies in the world today, we don't try to be everything for everyone. Rather, we focus our energies on doing one thing VERY
well. I am excited that our commitment and vision is reflected in this patent. I look forward to what WCP will offer our clients and the market
in the future.”
Additional information about Wireless CarPark’s patent-pending revenue control system can be found at http://www.wirelesscarpark.com.
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